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Abstract

Associating images with text has drawn much attention in the recent years. This helps extraction of relationship images with text in a meaningful fashion, store, and retrieve information instantly. Besides Search Engines and online shopping platforms, areas like the Medical Industry, Forensic Analysis, Social Media etc necessitate correlation of images with appropriate text data. For example, correlating patients’ images with appropriate unstructured reports will help a doctor retrieve the patient’s information instantly. Similarly, correlating forensic images and text will help the forensic analysis team with their analysis. Correlating sentiments from customer images with text will help social media and online shopping platforms analyze customer data and provide useful recommendation. This paper focuses on extraction of relationship between the images and their corresponding text, and introduces a framework that combines Image Segmentation with Natural Language Processing to correlate images with appropriate text.
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Introduction

The advancement of internet has become a vital source of information this may consist of different components like textual descriptions, captions, images etc. For example, Headlines, article text, images, and image captions are all components of news articles. Headlines, article content, pictures, and image captions are all components of news stories. It is important to comprehend the relationship between these components in order to create a system that can automatically extract information from online data. Students of human anatomy must learn technical terms of domain specific terminology from several scientific and technical areas. Anatomic text book focus on the geometric properties and spatial relations for example on osteology chapter explains the features of structure and complex shape of the bones, myology chapter describes the structure and function of muscles along with the bone features, syndesmology describes the joints direction of movements. The examples explained above shows the major problems for medical students. (i) to learn the denotations of a large number of semantic concepts, (ii) to relate information from various sub-disciplines that are scattered throughout large documents or even over several publications, and (iii) the need to mentally reconstruct complex spatial arrangements.

Anatomy's ultimate objective is to provide a complete understanding of spatial relationships between objects and distinguishing characteristics that allow specialists to identify objects. Several evocative images complement textual descriptions in anatomy textbooks and can effectively convey visual characteristics and
spatial relationships. The expense of printing would make it impossible to include illustrations of every possible spatial configuration. This absence of legitimates in a specialized class of textbooks like anatomic atlases that only containing descriptions. Several numbers of same overlapping, tiny, thin or complex shaped objects have to be represented is the another characteristic illustration in the human anatomy. Because of the complexity of these spatial arrangements, a large variety of abstraction techniques have been developed, which also aid in focusing the learner's attention.

The social media helps in extracting tweets and analyzing the sentiments in tweets has attracted most of the researchers. People post photos of their daily lives and share short messages on social media platforms such as Twitter and Facebook. Sentiment polarity classification is a basic task for obtaining a better understanding of social behavior and providing service to users. Most articles in such platform tweets may consist of two sections, an image and a short text. A sentiment classifier must have the two sections, where multimodal methods or cross modal methods can be applied. The different modalities have individual semantic features which is one of the major challenges in the multimodal or cross-modal sentiment analysis. The images and the text may not be correlated in the tweet, which will have a major impact on the classification accuracy.

Image Segmentation
In digital image processing and computer vision, image segmentation is the process of partitioning a digital image into multiple segments (objects). The objective of segmentation is to make an image's representation more meaningful and easier to analyze by simplifying it. Objects and boundaries (lines, curves, etc.) in images are typically located using image segmentation. More precisely, Image segmentation is the process of assigning a label to each pixel in an image so that pixels with the same label share similar properties. Image segmentation generates either a set of segments that cover the whole image or a set of contours derived from the image (Edge Detection). In terms of some characteristic or computed property, such as color, intensity, or texture, each pixel in a region is similar. In terms of the same characteristic, adjacent regions have significantly different colors. When image segmentation is applied to a stack of images, as is common in medical imaging, the resultant contours may be used to create 3D reconstructions using interpolation algorithms like marching cubes.

Background and related work
Various methods on the correlation of text and images have been developed by the researchers. Few of them are discussed in this section. Nelleke Oostdijk et al. [1] proposed a case study on text and images that reveals the inadequacy of assumptions about their connections and interaction. Their main goal is to develop automated systems that can extract event information from online news articles about flood disasters. They performed a manual analysis of 1000 articles containing flood-related keywords. They used an automatic classifier to validate the manual analysis, demonstrating the technological feasibility of multimedia analysis methodologies that allow for more realistic text-image interactions. Finally, case study demonstrates that paying more attention to the relationship between text and visuals can improve the collecting of multimodal data from news articles. Timo Gotzelmann et al. [2] presents the paper which talks about the concept and evaluation of a novel technique that uses coordinate textual descriptions and graphics to guide the students to understand complex spatial relations and acquire unknown concepts of a domain-specific terminology. This paper's main approach is to transform user interactions into queries to an information retrieval system. Here, the developed system uses pre-computed multi-level representations of the text and for suggesting textual descriptions on 3D models which support the present learning task. Finally, the study reveals that the results which are obtained are matched with the preferences of the users. Ruoxu Ren et al. [3] proposed an experimental study which is used to explore two problems that are often occurred in image retrieval tasks. The first problem is whether text similarity consistently implies image similarity. If it is no then the second problem is to find out the conditions for the implication. In this paper, they have used text mining techniques and an open source image recognizer to extract the text and images from the articles. To find out answers for the above two problems they have correlated. Ke Zhang et al. [4] proposes a cross model technique to classify image sentiment polarity that consider both images and captions. The correlation between textual information to image is transferred using this method. First, The image and caption are sent to a mapping-model, where they are transformed into vectors.
and their labels are calculated using the MMD (Maximum Mean Discrepancy). Finally, LSTM classifies the sentiment polarity. Stephane Clinchant et al. [5] propose a method in which the main goal is to introduce a set of techniques in order to efficiently fuse text and image retrieval systems in the context of multimedia information access. These techniques overcome a conceptual barrier rather than a technical one. Using four different image CLEF datasets, they test the proposed techniques against late and cross-media fusion. Juan C. Caicedo et al. [6] proposed a technique to fuse visual characteristics and unstructured text data in a medical image retrieval system. The main goal of this research is to investigate if semantic information from text descriptions can be translated into a visual similarity metric. A medical image collection from the ImageCLEFmed08 challenge is used to test the proposed technique. Finally, the results shown the improvement of the visual test fused approach with respect to only using visual information. Xin Zhou et al. [7] proposed classical approaches such as maximum combinations, sum combinations and multiplication of the sum and the number of non-zero scores were employed. Different types of normalization strategies were studied. The findings reveal that fused runs outperform the best original runs, and multimodality fusion exceeds single modality fusion statistically. Hironobu Takahashi et al. [8] proposes a method to make relationship between images and words. They have used two processes in this method. One method is to uniformly partition each image into sub-images with key-words, and the other method is to perform vector quantization on the sub-images. The result of these processes demonstrate that each sub image can be correlated to a set of words each of which is chosen from the list of terms assigned to full images. J Jeon et al. [9] proposed an automatic approach to annotating and retrieving images from the training set of images. Blobs can be used to describe those images. Clustering is used to generate these blobs using image features. They showed that probabilistic models allow us to predict the probability of generating a word given the blobs in an image from the set of images with annotations in the training data. Finally, results shows that the performance of the cross-media relevance model is almost 6 times as good when compared to the model based on the word-blob occurrence model. Henning Muller et al. [10] proposed a review of content-based image retrieval systems in medical applications and it provides clinical benefits and future directions. It gives an introduction to the image retrieval information and the technologies behind used. It explain the various approaches and propositions for the use of image retrieval in medical practice. It identifies clinical benefits of image retrieval system in clinical practice as well as in research. Trong-Ton Pham et al.[11] proposes a study of Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) on different tasks. Multimedia document retrieval (MDA) and automatic image annotation (AIA). It deals with the study of the influence of LSA on the retrieval of a significant number of multimedia documents and it shows how different image representations can be combined by LSA to improve automatic image annotation. Caroline Lacoste et al. [12] proposed a system based on the support vector machine (SVM) to enable the construction and learning of medical semantics from images. They have presented two different visual approaches within the framework: Global indexing to access image modality and local indexing to access semantic features. The goal of these two fusion techniques is to improve textual retrieval utilizing UMLS-image indexing.

**Methodology**
The purposed work to address the problem of correlation by extracting the details from images and text separately and then finding the intersection between the two. More than 1500 webpages like Britannica and other scientific journals were scraped using beautiful soup to extract the information. The Figure 1 depicts the flow diagram used in the system.
Figure 1: Identification and classification of images correlated with text:

Animal and flower data was obtained from kaggle dataset and manual annotations are performed as depicted in the Figure 2 below

Figure 2: Annotation of animal image

Steps to find the correlation between image and text 1) Image Segmentation using YOLO:
2) Named entity recognition (NER) (Extracting entities from the text using SPACY.)

Image Segmentation using YOLO

YOLO is a new algorithm for object detection. Object detection is framed as a regression problem to spatially separated bounding boxes and class probabilities. It processes images in real time at 45 frames per second. Fast YOLO processes an 155 frames per second which is smaller version of YOLO. The workflow of
YOLO is a single CNN (predicts multiple bounding boxes and class probabilities for those boxes). YOLO improves detection performance by training on full images and it is fast. To detect the object from new images, the model trained using deep neural network (variant of CNN) at test time. On a Titan X GPU, it runs at 45 frames per second with no batch processing. Second, when making predictions, YOLO considers the images as a complete image. When compared to Fast R-CNN, it produces less than half the amount of background errors. Third, Object representations that are generalizable are learned by YOLO. The fully connected layers predict the output probabilities and coordinates while the initial convolutional layers extract the features from the image. The Google Net model for image classification inspired the YOLO architecture. It contains 24 convolutional layers followed by two fully connected layers. Instead of inception modules, 1*1 reduction layer followed by 3*3 convolutional layers are used. Final layer predicts both class probabilities and bounding box coordinates. Final layer uses linear activation function and hidden layer uses leaky Relu.

Images from the scartped web pages preprocessed and transformed into grey scale image to maintain uniform contrast with the boundaries. Since RBG color image contains so much redundant information which is not necessary. The images were resized to 256 * 256 , converted into grey scale, normalized , and glitches were eliminated. The learning rate was set to 0.01 and the model trained up to 256 epochs to detect the primary objects and their features. Multiple levels. These details were used to classify the objects into the appropriate categories (eyes/ears/petals/sepals etc.). The actual objects were classified into respective species like lion, tiger, etc. and entity labels were obtained.

Named entity recognition (NER) (Extracting entities from the text using SPACY)

Paragraphs of text were extracted from scraped webpages, annotated for entity labels that pertain to various features and species description. An NER model was trained using SPACY, which has been used to extract the entities from new web pages. Entities are the words or groups of words that represent information about common things such as persons, locations, organizations, etc. SPACY is used to perform several NLP related tasks, such as part-of-speech tagging, named entity recognition, and dependency parsing. The first step for a text string, when working with SPACY, is to pass it to an NLP object. This object is essentially a pipeline of several text pre-processing operations through which the input text string has to go through. The Figure3 depicts the processing operations.

Correlation

Entity labels extracted from images and entity text extracted from text normalized using lemmatization and word vectorization using SPACY. The vectors from images and text paragraphs were compared to arrive at the intersection.
Results:

The YOLO model provided precision of 97%, recall of 98% and F1-score of 97% when classifying image entities and Correlation of net precision of 95%, recall of 92% and F1-score of 93.5% The following ar Figures 4,5,6 gives graphs of precision, recall and f1-score from image classification.

- **Figure 4: F1-score v/s confidence**

- **Figure 5: Precision v/s confidence**

- **Figure 6: Recall v/s confidence**

Correlation

Entity labels extracted from images and entity text extracted from text normalized using lemmatization and word vectorization using SPACY.. The vectors from images and text paragraphs were compares to arrive at the intersection. This correlation technique yielded the a net precision of 95%, recall of 92%, and f1-score of 93.5%.

Table IV provides the comparison of the proposed method with three other methods in the literature, namely, Oostdij et al. [1], Gotzelmann et al. [2] and Zhang et al. [4], which is graphically depicted in the Fig. 8. It is observed that the methods in [1], [2] and [4] do not extract image objects, instead these methods match only text entities from paragraphs and captions.
### Conclusion

The proposed framework uses a combination of, multiple image segmentation levels (using YOLO) and named entity recognition using SPACY to correlate the image and the text. This method (pipeline) is highly effective and gives a precision of 95%, recall of 92% and F1-score of 93.5%. The proposed methodology uses deep learning for entity extraction from both images and text. While most papers from the references did not handle the entities from images, they handle the entities from text using vectors and compared entities from text paragraphs and caption.
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